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• essentially connected to the Internet
• drug discussions became an important source of 

information
• digital/virtual/online/internet ethnography: 

‘netnography’
• information could enhance targeted prevention 
• community-based user-led harm reduction interventions

The NPS phenomenon





• NPS era began in 2010 with mephedrone
• "crystal" = synthetic cathinones (oral, nasal, i.v.) LTP 1.3%
• "herbal" = synthetic cannabinoids on plant (smoked) LTP 1.9%
• NPS LTP in 15-16 yo: 4% (~EU average)
• 2010-14: heroin/amphetamine injection 99% to 17%
• NPS injection: 0% to 80%, frequent, syringe reuse, HCV up 
• 'drug of the poor'

NPS situation in Hungary



"crystal"
(cathinones)
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• quantitative: ESPAD, Global Drug Survey
• qualitative: telephone interview, online chat 
• online fora:
• ‘empirical phenomenological psychological’ 

method
• categorical coding of passively observed forum 

discussion 
• actor network theory 
• ‘explorative virtual participatory’

Netnographic 
methodologies



Objectives

To identify a method to reveal the different layers of 
the NPS phenomenon appearing in the online 
discussion fora. 

• extent of peer-help harm reduction within NPS fora?
• main purposes of NPS use among fora discussants?
• knowledge and attitude: legality of the substances?
• feelings and consumer decision making processes?



• pseudonymous registration: 7 Hungarian NPS discussion fora
• 2 fora survived, others shut down by police/operator
• chosen forum: community-like nature
• automatized mass download (anonymous IP addresses)
• Linux command line scripts to find text fields in webpages
• metadata: comment ID, date/time, user nickname
• export to comma-separated format, import to MS Excel
• 32% from 68,923 lines were copy-pasted advertisements
• 47,023 individual comment lines from 2,920 nicknames

Dataset acquisition





• mixed-methods analysis and sequential explanatory strategy 
• - qualitative data collection, netnography
• -- thematic analysis for emerging topics
• - quantitative data analysis by text analysis tool Zurvey.io
• -- word frequencies, co-appearances, and recurring themes
• IT tools for big text corpuses, natural language processing
• vocabulary, lexicographic and syntax of the target language
• recognises sentiments/evaluations/attitudes/emotions
• hard to detect irony, special expressions, argot

Social science has entered to the data science age!

Methodology



Qualitative data 
collection and 

analysis

Quantitative 
data analysis

Interpretation

Data set: Hungarian NPS user discussion fora 
Data corpus: Hungarian NPS user discussion 
fora on vending

1. Netnography on the data set (between 
2009-2016)

2. Thematic analysis on the data corpus (on 
one specific forum between 2014-2016)
Main/relevant topics: 
- the purchase of NPS
- types of vendors
- the legal status of drugs
- drug use patterns
- source of conflicts in the vending process

Analytic tool: Zurvey automatic text 
analytic tool (data mining and sentiment 
analysis)

1. Basic analysis
- polarities, sentiments
- word frequencies
- co-occurrences
- recurring themes 

2. Conceptualization of qualitative topics 
to keywords
- polarities, sentiments
- (sub)topics, attributes, locations, 

brands

- Are the qualitative topics 
marked as relevant in the 
quantitative analysis?
- How the topics are 
constructed and reflected?
- What are the new topics? 
- What kind of relations are 
between the topics?



(1) Purchase of NPS “Could anyone please write opinion about Party 

Chemicals’ [vendor name] ROYAL SMOKER [brand name] ????! Is it as strong as 
Gold’s [other vendor], or better or weaker?

(2) Reliability of vendors (FAIR/FRAUD) “We are trying. Thanks to the 

forum, the inquiry is big. We will post on Thursday, and we hope that new 
vendor stereotypes will avoid us and based on your evaluation we can sign up 
among the FAIR-Vendors. :) Have a nice day Forum-users!”
“This webpage is a gipsy fraud. They are sending baking soda!!”

(3) Legal status of various substances “Thanks, you are really helpful, 

and I’m happy that you would help, but I’m not looking for a vendor! I wrote 
that I can order, I have the person from whom! I’m interested in the customs, 
how seriously they take the 50-60-gram packs?”

(4) Drug use patterns “They don’t know how to use this, they are just 

hanging there on the dunghill and dunno fucking anything.”

(5) Conflicts in the vending process “You’ll go to jail. The NAV [national 

tax authority] is already checking your mailbox and post. Take care!”

Results



The discussion’s main topic was vendor reliability and fraud
more negative than positive phrases attached

Discussants:
- low levels of literacy
- weak knowledge of substance legality
- inadequate resources to provide peer-help harm reduction

Drug use purpose: ‘escape from reality’ (not positive 
recreation)!

Results



Efficient indicated prevention interventions and 
harm reduction measures are needed to target 
disadvantageous online NPS user groups having 

little or no resources for self-help!

Conclusions



Thanks for your attention!


